Riemann theta function on @ 3 (Proposition 1-3). And this representation enables us to get an explicit Fourier expansion of the Picard modular function (Proposition 1-4). As already shown in [Sh] the Picard modular function is a typical K3 modular function. So we wish to investigate it as a model case of the theory of the K3 modular functions. Hence we tried to obtain such a expansion of this modular function. In 1902 Alezais [A] has studied this representation but it contains essential faults, centrally our investigation is direct and complete. Our result can be considered as an extension of the classical Jacobi's representation ^ = #2/^3 (#;(£, r ) indicates Jacobi's theta function and 6 { is the convention for #,•((), r)) for the elliptic modular function /i(r) to the special case of genus 3 (for the genus 2 case there is Rosenhein's representation, for the hyperelliptic case there is Thomae's representation). We use several results of the theory of Riemann 0 function. They are summed up as the Appendix at the end of this paper.
Next we give the summing up of Part II. Putting Where PGL(3, *) (PSL(3, *)) indicates the group of projective trans-formations induced from Gi(3, *) CSX(3, *)), respectively, and g=I (mod. (V -3)) means that g represents the identity in PGL(3, Z\_a)~]/ 0/^3)).
In Part II we characterize the theta constants <p k (u, v) (k = Q, 1, 2) as modular forms on D relative to F f (II- §3 Proposition II-3). And we determine the structure and the generator system of A(*) in terms of ^ (M,z0 9 where A(*) indicates the graded ring of modular forms on D with respect to * = r 7 and F (II- §4 Proposition II-4 and II-5).
There we use the transformation formula of theta functions as the main tool.
The results in Part II are also obtained by Holzapfel and Feustel [F] , [H] independently in a different way. (u, v) 
(C). Then we know that
can be considered as a compact Riemann surface of genus 3. Let us call C(f) a Picard curve a And let us denote the totality of Picard curves by F 0 Picard [P] constructed the period mapping for F and he showed that the inverse mapping defines a single valued automorphic function on a domain D which is biholomorphically equivalent to a complex 2 dimensional hyperball. Moreover he gave a representation of these functions by the Riemann 6 function. Our aim is to get a representation by 0 constant through a precise observation of Picard's result.
For this purpose we give a concrete description of the Picard's work in this section (the main part is owing to the private note of Wakabayashi [W] ).
Let us fix the parameter 3= [£ 0 , £ 19 £ 2 ] with 0<Co<ft<?2 a^d let us denote the corresponding Picard curve by C 0 . In the sequel we construct a homology basis [A i9 B t ] (i=l,2 3 3) of C 0 . We regard C Q as a three sheeted covering surface over the ^-sphere, and let ic be the projection mapping from C 0 to the ^-sphere. Then we get Oi =(*,«>) = (0,0), 02 =(*,«>) = (ft, 0), Os= (*,«>) = (ft, 0), 0* = U, H>) = (ft, 0), Qs= (z 9 w) = (oo, oo) as ramifying points. Put Q si = (Oi) 0' = lj-'-j 5), and let £ 0 be a fixed point on the £-plane with Im ^o<0. Let f { be a line segment connecting t 0 and 0» on tne ^-plane. According to Picard the period matrix $(?) has a concrete description as follows:
where we use the notations
So we can regard the correspondence 0: f i-> (w, z;) as the period mapping for the family F.
We have the following properties about $ (cf. [P] , [T] , [D-M] , [H] , [Sh] 
Let us take a meromorphic function f=Z on X.
It is a function of order 3 and we have (/) -3Q,i -3Q^5((*) indicates the divisor defined by *).
Let us consider the divisor 2Q, 2 + Q,3 on X, then Q, 2 + Q,3 is a general divisor (see Appendix By elliminating E from the above equalities we obtain
This is the 0 representation of Picard. § 2. Observation of the Variables in the 0 Representation Now our aim is to express the parameters x and y in (1-4) as explicit functions of (z/, v). The right hand sides are determined by the moduli variable £(?), the Riemann constant J and the Abelian integrals along certain arcs. The matrix Q($) in (1-4) is determined by the point (u, v) on D, in fact (1-3) gives the embedding of D in @ 3 . Hence it is determined by the periods on C(f). The Riemann constant A (cf. (A-3) ) is determined by the homology basis of C(f) and the initial point P 0 of the Abelian integral as noted in Remark A-2. By Corollary to Theorem A-3, A is a half period if there exists an Abelian differential w of first kind with (o>) -4P 0 .
We already set P 0 = Q,5 °n C(f).
On the other hand if we consider y^dz/w 2 ) we have (<p 2 )= 4(£ 5 . By Corollary 2 to Theorem A-3, the Riemann constant A in (1-4) is a half period on Jac C(£). Namely we have A = Q (£) rii +n 2 for certain vectors w l9 ^2 of (Z/2)
A is a continuous function of f (see (A-3) Hence we obtain l-«»
The argument is almost same as for <p 2 and ^3. q. e. d.
By the above consideration the 0 variables in (1-4) can be represented by one sixths of the periods. In the sequel we find the exact values of them.
As for the cycles of type C we have:
The automorphism p (in §1) of C(£) acts on H^C^.Z). We denote this automorphism by the same notation. Then we have: By the above three Lemmas, we can describe the integral of the form U."
in (1-4) by the periods on C(f). Namely we have:
Next let us observe the Riemann constant A. The corresponding half integral vectors HI and n 2 do not depend on the parameter f. So we consider the fixed Picard curve It is a three sheeted covering over the ^-sphere. And we regard five ramifying points Q,i= U, w) = (1, 0), Q 2 = (z, w) = (i, 0), &= (z, w) = (-1,0), &= (*,">) = (-*',0), ds ^fe^)^0 0 , °°) are deformed from Qi on C 03 respectively. And we suppose the deformed arc from line segment ft does not intersect the open unit disc fc: U|<C1}.
If we regard X 1 as a four sheeted covering over the ^-sphere, we obtain 4 ramifying points RI= (z,w) = (<x> 9 oo) =Qj 9 R 2 =(^w) = (0, -o> 2 ), R 3 = (*, w) = (0, -1), R<= fe zi;) -(0, -01).
Here let us consider a deformation of Riemann surfaces: corresponding to R^, R 2 , R^, R^ respectively. In the next section we determine the Riemann constant J for X Q , and we get the one for X l by the deformation of Riemann surfaces (2-1). § 3 a Determination of J and the Conclusion For the simplicity we denote R'i by R { in the sequel. Let n be the projection (^, w)*-*w and set ^• = 7r(/2 I ) 0 Let ft be the line segment connecting J?, and oo on the if-sphere. We denote the connected 4 component of K~l (P-\Jjj) by I t (i is an element of Z/4Z). Herê =1 we suppose that it holds T^. = J f+1 relative to the automorphism Let a (W (i,j) be the oriented arc on ^ from /? f to ,ff, e Using this notation we define the following 1 -cycles on X Q :
, 3) +a f3) (2, 3) +a (2) (3, 2) +a«>(3, 2), 
for a certain diagonal matrix D. And put
These are the deformations of Q,i, Q, 2 , Q,3, 0,4 on X l relative to (2-1) respectively.
And we may assume Q,* is situated on S k . By r*< } 9,
JG.
we indicates the integral of (p } along the arc from Q k to R { on S km And put 
According to Table 1 we obtain the following:
Lemma 4.
where we set <p = t (<pi,<p2,93) and=indicates the equivalence modulo periods.
using (3-1) we have Q4 where we set y = '(^i, ^2 J ^3)-^Y Table 1 , we obtain: the right hand side "1 1 1
On the other hand we have Hence we have the first equality. By the similar computation we get the rests. q. e. d.
On the Picard curve X 1 we have the homology basis [A i9 B t ] which is obtained by the continuation of (1-2). We can define the continuation of this basis relative to the deformation (2-1). Let us denote this shifted basis on X 0 by [A { , B { ] also. So we have two basis systems of H l (X 0 , Z). They are changed each other by the following symplectic transformation:
Proof. It is sufficient to know the intersection multiplicities between these two systems. In fact we obtain the description:
So the above numbers are easily obtained by the geometric configuration, q. e. d. q. e. d.
Using Lemma 4 we have the following representation relative to the homology basis {^4-, £•} : ;:i
The condition (3-2) for E 0 ,...,E 4 induces only two possibilities: Table 1 we have
On the other hand we have
Now we choose a point R{=(a,b) on Jf 0 so that it holds
and put R^= ( -a, -6) . Then it holds rr*i r*3n
Hence we have
for E 5 = ^ + ^ + ^i + £2-(0,1 + 0,2 + 20,3). Using the symplectic transformation in Lemma 5 we get the equality
Let L l9 L 2 and L 3 be linear forms as the following:
Then we have
Put D = jR2 + ^4 + 2/?i + 0,i + Q,2 + 2Q,3 + ^3 + ^4. If we find a cubic form F with
L^ is a required function Let us regard 10 parameters of F as unknowns, then (**) induces 10 linear equations about these unknowns. We can calculate the determinant of the matrix of their coefficients and we see it vanishes. Hence we can find a solution F of (**). It shows rf 5 =l.
Hence 4 is the Riemann constant on X Q relative to the homology basis [A^ B f } and the initial point /? x = (£, w) -(1, 0). By the shifting of AI along the deformation (2-1) we get the following. Remark 3-1. The above 0 constants are holomorphic on the whole domain Z), because they are holomorphic on @ 3 . And we show that the theta constants in the right hand side have no common zero in Proposition 2 of II §3.
Henceforth we use the notation
If we write down <p k (u,v) explicitly using (1-3), we obtain the following Fourier expansion.
a ^ function of 1 variable satisfying the periodic property: Then d { induces a monodromy transformation g(<5 t ) as follows;
these matrices are supposed to act to the system f (7? 1? ^2, ^3) from left.
We can examine the above transformation observing the deformation of C 0 along d { . The method is described also in the original paper of Picard (Reference [2] of Part I). So we omit the detail of an argument. And we choose the following generator system [d{, In fact (1-4) gives the L(tf) for a generator system of 5 4 . If we consider the monodromy transformation group induced from ^(T*, *), it coincides with F. We denote an element g of F by
and we denote an element N of Sp(3, Z) by four (3, 3) blocks;
for any point ( In this section we show the following:
Let us introduce an affine coordinate of the f -space by x = ?i/£ 0 5 j; = f 2 /fo-According to the fact related in I §1 (5) we may regard them as meromorphic modular functions on D relative to /V At first we note the following. 
Proof.
(1) is obvious. (2) follows from an easy observation.
q. e. d. Here we obtain the following criterion for a meromorphic modular form r w (/) to be holomorphic. (P (u, v) ) where P(u, v) 
Lemma 2-4. Let f be a meromorphic function on V^ then r' m (f} is a holomorphic modular form if and only if we have
Proof. We can show the above condition by the same way as the proof of Lemma 2-2.
q, e. d.
Next let us investigate the minimal nonsingular model V of V. The singular point of V over J? ; (i = 0, 1,2) is a rational double singularity A 2 . So we obtain two rational curves & {l and 6 i2 as the exceptional divisor of its resolution, where we suppose <9 a intersects the proper image Hi of //,-and 0 l2 intersects H i+3 (that of H i+3 ).
The singular point P k (* = 0, 1, 2, 3) of V is a simple elliptic singularity E 6 . So we obtain an elliptic curve E k as the exceptional divisor of its resolution. The resolution of the singularity A 2 and £ 6 is wellknown, so we omitted the detailed discussion.
Let V be the surface obtained after the performance of these resolutions. Then #,-(O^s'^5) is an exceptional curve of first kind. So let us blow down # 4+3 , »« and 0 41 (A = 0 9 1,2) in this order (note that 9 ki is a -2 curve). Let us denote the consequent surface by V. Let us consider a complex line I t on V is an elliptic curve of the invariant 0. So we obtain a trivial fibration of elliptic curves on F 9 therefore we know the following.
Lemma 2-5. The minimal nonsingular model ¥ of V is isomorphic to PxE, where E is an elliptic curve of the invariant 0.
Let us denote the image of E { in V by E { and that of fi { by fi { .
Remark 2-1. The elliptic curve E 3 is a three sheeted section of this fibration. The fibre E, (i = 0, 1,2) has one double contact with E 3 at R.^E.^Hi. On the other hand #,-(i = 0, 1,2) is an one sheeted section in V (Figure 3) . Proof. If we follow the resolution process at P I5 the assertion is induced directly.
q. e. d.
Lemma 2-7. Suppose a meromorphic function F on V with (F)=i:m i H i + '£n J Ej + D

1=0 .7=0
where D is an effective divisor. Let F be the corresponding function on V.
Then we have (F)=Ilm i H i + ^(3(n 3 + n l )+m i +e i )H l+a + D
1=0 1=0 for certain nonnegative integers e t -and the divisor D is effective and its support is situated outside of H { (0^z^5).
Lemma 2-8. Let / £ be the intersection multiplicity between D and EI at R iim Then we have Si = li.
Proofs of Lemma 2-7 and Lemma 2-8. By the fact related in Remark 2-1 we know that H i+3 is obtained after 3 times of blow up processes at R i{ (by the first and the second processes we get ® a and 0 i2 respectively).
The assertion follows from the observation of this process.
Proof of Proposition 1(2). Let A be the vector space of meromor-phic functions on V satisfying the condition (2-5) for m = l. Then it is sufficient to know dim c^l . Let / be an element of A and let / be the meromorphic function on V which corresponds to f. By Lemma 2-6 we have (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Here we note the following linear equivalence relations for divisors on ?:
for a certain meromorphic function G on V. Using the Riemann-Roch theorem and the Serre duality theorem we get
So we consider the linear systems We discuss about the property of O k (u,v} in § 3 and §4 . For this purpose we cite the following transformation formula of theta constants (see [R-F] and [I] ). Remark 3-1. We shall relate the definition of the factor K and the branch of Vdet(Cfi + £>) aftar wards (see (4-5) and (4-6)).
Remark 3-2. We note here the following relation also: for w', yz" of ^g, where <( ,> indicates the Euclidean inner product. Now let us investigate the possibility of common zeros of ^ (M, v) . Suppose the parameter <? is situated on 7/ 5 -{P 2 ,P 3 } 5 then the Picard curve degenerates to the curve And 1 -cycles A 2 and B 2 vanish on C", moreover the system This is a contradiction. q. e. d.
Proposition II-2.
There is no common zero of 0 k (u,v) 
Proof. When E(u,v) belongs to A the assertion is already obtained by [5] . We can get his result by applying On the other hand we have
Hence the problem is reduced to Lemma 3-2.
Remark 3-3. Using the above result we can easily show that 0j(u, v) and 6 k (u,v} has no common zero on D for any pair (j\ k) with j^k. §4. Characterization of <p k (u,v) as Modular Forms Now let us observe the automorphic factor of #* (M, v) relative to the transformation g l5 . . . , ^5 o We have: _r° ° °i _r° ° °i _r ° ° °i
Considering Remark 3-2 we have the assertion. q. e. d.
Combining Lemma 4-1 and Theorem 3-1 we deduce that
Namely it indicates the required automorphic factor. According to [R-F] we have the method to determine it. We choose a generator system of Sp(g,Z) as the following:
where E itj indicates the matrix (m k i)
with m kl = .
otherwise
We denote this system by S, and the element M of S will be called of type B, type C, type J or type D neglecting the signature and the subscript. Remark 4-1. For the type C case the determination of (4-3) is given more precisely: namely it belongs to the upper half plane for + C type, and it belongs to the lower half plane for ~C type.
For an element Af=Ln, ^ of Sp(g,Z) and a characteristic s=r /, we set
And for elements M 1? M 2 of S/> (g, Z) we set When M' and M" belong to S we define According to [R-F] the unit factor in Theorem 3-1 is given by
Remark 4-3. If every M fe is of type ^4 or of type B for the decomposition (4-4), we have K (M,e) 
To determine K(N J9 a k ) and Vdct{C(^y)fl + Z)(^)} we use the following decomposition : Now the assertion is clear, because we have (4-6).
Now we obtain:
Lemma 4-3.
for any element M of G'. Proof. It is sufficient to prove the equality for the generator system 
Then by the definition (4-5) we have T l =o). For the case j = 2, 3 the assertion is obvious. The arguments are same for both cases j = 4 and j = 5, so we discuss only the latter. Let us denote the decomposition of N$ in (4-7) by N$ = M 1Q . . . M l9 and set
The ambiguity of Tj comes only from the signature of the square root.
Therefore it is sufficient to show the equality for -0 ( 
for g=gj 0' = 2, 3, 4, 5). Because [gig 2 gi\ &,-•-, ^5} is a generator system of F' 9 the equality (*) holds for any g of F'. Recalling the relation (1-8) and the fact det(g)=l for any g of F' it is clear that <pk (u,v} belongs to A(F') lm According to I Proposition 3 the system {ft 5 ft, ft} is linearly independent, Combining this fact with Proposition II-1 we get the assertion.
(2) Recalling (4-1) we know that it is sufficient to determine ft, K (N l9 Hence C is a single valued meromorphic modular form of weight 2 relative to F'. On the other hand it is clear that C has no pole on D because of its definition. Therefore C belongs to A (F') Proof. It is sufficient only to discuss that A(P') is not a proper quatient ring of the right hand term (saying /?). But it is clear because R is the graded ring of homogeneous polynomials on V\.
Here we note that two Picard curves C(?) and C(f') are biholomorphically equivalent if and only if f and <?' belongs to a same orbit of the action p(S 4 ) of (1-4) (see [N] ). Hence if we consider We have
for every element r of 5 4 , where (u', v f ) =g(l (r)) (M, 0), we obtain a representation /o:n-K4(r) of 5 4 on f -space C 3 .
Fa££ 2. The representation ^ is given by (1-4) .
Fact 3. The affine monodromy group F a is generated by the system {ft, ...,&» £12 » fta» ftJ-And T 0 is generated by the system fe&ft"
o/ ^A^ Facts, We obtain the first part of Fact 3 from (5-4) and Fact 1. And the second part is induced from r o /r' = S 4 .
So let us examine Fact 2. By the representation theory there are only two different representations, up to conjugate representations, of 5 4 to GL(3, C) (cf. Serre's book). So we have only two possibilities for jO, namely one is p of (1-4) and another (saying /o') is given by sgn(r)^o(r) for T of 5 4 . If we set r=(12) then it is easy to check Hence we have S r <p --o)\ *P =~ -^fJ2' / j
As for r= (13) and (14) we can proceed the similar trick, q. e. d.
Using the above facts we obtain the characterization of monodromy invariant subrings: (1) Already we know <p f belongs to A(F') (i = 0, 1,2), so it is sufficient to examine <pi (gi(u, a) ) =<pi (u, v) . But it is obtained s\ in Remark 4-8. Conversely let <p be an element of A (F') , especially it belongs to A (F') .
Using Proposition 4 we can write in the form But we have £ (g l (M, y) ) = wC, (u, y) by Remark 5-1. Therefore P x and P 2 must be 0. The Jacobi variety C*/(QZ*+Z a ) of Z shall be denoted by Jac X. (i) D = P 2 -\ -----\-P s is general and let Q 2 -\ -----hQ, g be its complement,
(ii) P l5 . . . , P g are different from a k , b k (1 rg/t^m), (iii) PI is different from Q,2j--'jQ,*« Then both of the numerator and the denominator in (A-4) 
